Network Function Virtualization (NFV) and Net work Coding (NC) have attracted much attention in recent years as key concepts for 5G networks to provide flexibility and substantial gains in throughput and reliability, respectively.
I. INTRODUCTION
NC has recently emerged as a new approach for improving network performance in terms of throughput and reliability. Coding operations over the network information flows can be performed both at the source and at intermediate nodes where re-encoding operations allow capacity achievability both for noiseless [1] and noisy networks [2] .
NFV has been proposed as a promising design paradigm by the telecommunications sector to facilitate the design, deploy ment, and management of networking services. Essentially, NFV separates software from physical hardware so that a network service can be implemented as a set of virtualized network functions through virtualization techniques and run on commodity standard hardware. NFV can be instantiated on demand at different network locations without requiring the installation of new equipment. This key idea helps network operators deploy new network services faster over the same physical hardware which reduces capital investment and the time to market of a new service. Now it is the turn for the telecommunications technologies to detach the software from the hardware where the telecommunications functions run. Such detachment demands functionalities and infrastructures to be designed under such new paradigm.
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As an innovative technique towards the implementation of network functions, NFV is clearly a NC design option as it would make NC available as a flow engineering functionality offered to the network. The integration of NC and NFV will enable the applicability of NC in future networks (e.g. upcom ing 5G networks) to both distributed (i.e. each network device) and centralized manners (i.e. servers or service providers). The European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) has proposed some use cases for NFV in [3] , including the virtualization of cellular base station, mobile core network, home network, and fixed access network, etc.
There are already available proposals that combine NC virtualization and software defined networking (SDN) technol ogy. For example, in [4] , the authors investigate the usability of random linear NC as a function in SDNs to be deployed with virtual (software) OpenFlow switches. The NC functions including encoder, re-encoder, and decoder are run on a virtual machine (ClickOS). This work provides a prototype with implementation of additional network functions via virtual machines (VMs) by sharing system resources or additional hardware (e.g. FPGA cards). In [5], NC is implemented in a virtual machine which is then embedded into an Open vSwitch. The paper shows the relation between NC (as a software), VM and host OS of Open vSwich. These works indicate the feasibility of integrating NC as a functionality based on SDN and the concentration of network functions in centralized architectures such as data centers or centralized locations proposed by network operators, service integrators and providers. However, a unified design framework for NC design in view of NFV either centralized or distributed is cur rently missing. Moreover, NFV and SDN are complementary but they are not dependent of each other. In this paper we focus on the functional level regardless of how it is softwarised. Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• Architectural design framework for NC, which includes a functional domain that enables virtualization.
• Integration of NC and NFV architectural designs as a toolbox of NC functionalities so that tailored designs can be implemented in software and deployed over virtualised infrastructures to allow flow engineering tailored to ser vice operational intent.
• Validation of the proposed NCF for a particular design to increase network connectivity up to theoretical limits.
In particular, the design optimizes coding rates according to geo-tagged link statistics of percolation-based wireless highways and complexity/energy efficiency constraints. Connectivity gains up to 5.1 times and 3.8 times are obtained if compared with the uncoded case for 85 % reliability in high and low densities, respectively.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section IT, we propose the architectural design of NC. In Section ill, we present our proposed integrated design. In Section IV , we show our study case of validation including a technological feasibility analysis with today's technologies. Finally, Section V identifies conclusions and further work.
II. NC ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN DOMAINS
Virtualization and NC are two different techniques to ad dress different challenges in the designs of upcoming network technologies. The combination of virtualization and NC brings forth a potential solution for the management and operation of the future networks [5] . NC design involves different domains [6] :
• NC coding domain -domain for the design of network codebooks, encoding/decoding algorithms, performance benchmarks, appropriate mathematical-to-Iogic maps, etc.
Note that this is a domain fundamentally related to coding theory.
• NC functional domain -domain for the design of the functional properties of NC to match design requirements built upon abstractions of Network: by choosing a reference layer in the stan dardized protocol stacks and logical nodes for NC and re-encoding operations. System: by abstracting the underlying physical or functional system at the selected layer e.g. SDN and/or function virtualization.
Note that this is a domain fundamentally related to electrical engineering and computer science. However, note that while traditionally electrical engineering has been concerned with physical networks and computer science with logical networks, virtualization brings both disciplines closer to each other.
• NC protocol domain -domain for the design of physical signaling/transporting of the information flow across the virtualized physical networks in one way or interactive protocols.
The domain clearly relevant for NC to be designed as a NFV is the NC functional domain and we develop this domain in the next section.
III. NC FUNCTION VIRTUALIZATION

A. Integrated NC and NFV architectural design
When interpreting NC as a functionality to the network, NC function virtualization simply consists in integrating the NC architectural framework described above into existing architectural NFV frameworks. As any virtualized network function, we will also need first of all to identify physical networks/systems infrastructure with the physical comput ing, storage, and network resources that will provide NCFV with processing, storage, and connectivity through virtualiza tion, respectively. Note that every virtual infrastructure will have its corresponding time/space scales and communica tion/computation resources.
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Mrv��'1 ��� i 2""" " ""11' I I�, §LBI The architectural integration is proposed here as a toolbox approach. In particular, a set of elementary NC functionalities are identified that will enable to tailor the use of NC to engineer the throughput and reliability of multiple information network flows depending on the ultimate service operational intent. The resulting VNF will likely operate together with additional virtualized functionalies, which will appropriately be taken care of by the NFV management and orchestration. Fig. 1 shows the architectural design framework of NC and how the functional domain is integrated with the VNF architecture in [7] . Typical solutions for the deployment of NFV are hypervisors and VMs. VNFs can be realized as an application software running on top of a non-virtualized server by means of an operating system (OS) [7] .
Based on the key features of NFV design, our proposed set of basic NC functionalities are distributed into three hierarchical levels based on their significance, universality and availability. In particular, we define common elementary functionalities [8] as follows: Due to space limitations we do not give further details of the proposed blocks. Note that our proposed set of basic function alities can be easily increased with specialised functionalities and/or future-purpose functionalities.
IV. CASE STUDY: GEO-CONTROLLED NETWORK CONNECTIVITY
A. Va lidity for multiple scenarios
The interest of NFV is that the same virtualized net work functionality can be applied over different operational frameworks and services as well as over different underlying physical networks, including satellite or hybrid networks thus enabling softwarization and rapid innovative deployment.
Our proposed case study applies to multiple scenarios consisting of mobile terminals randomly distributed on the service area. Connectivity to/from the backbone is realized with either drones, base stations or satellites, depending on availability but in all cases they are abstracted for our design as sender/sink nodes, respectively, through a virtualization layer. Te rminals are then abstracted accordingly at the (sub )layer where NC software will run. Nodes utilize cooperation with neighbor devices (with percolation-based topology formation [9] as described below).
B. Specific VN CF design: geo-controUed network connectivity
In this section we are interested to validate the performance of a specific design using the functionalities proposed in the previous sections. In particular, we propose a specific VNCF design for geo-controlled network connectivity. This function ality can be designed in different ways according to specific service operational intents. In the illustrative design proposed here, the optimization functionality will use databases with geo-tagged link statistics on the wireless highways created by percolation. The coding scheme will be specified by the coding functionality and the optimization functionality will specify which nodes will re-encode and which coding rate should be used. The overall design target here is to achieve a given connectivity and/or reliability map target throughout the coverage. 1) Coding functionality : Let 8i be the erasure rate of each link i and 8 be the vector of per-link erasure rates e.g. 8 = (81,82) for 2 hops. If all links are equal, we use a unique value 8. Assume that a source sends k data packets followed by n -k random linear combinations. Then, coding rate is given by R = kin.
The NC codebook will be systematic as described in [10] . Assuming Bernoulli distributed erasures and using the probability mass function o (j,v,p) = (�)(1-P) j(pt-j, the residual erasure rate after decoding at each single hop is derived in [10] and introduced here for convenience: with k-l ¢1 (R,8i) = Lo(l,n-l,8i), 1=0
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In view of multi-hop line (wireless highways) networks, we define the packet successfully-received rate after decoding at
Accordingly, we also define the packet successfully-received rate at hop hth for the uncoded case as h PRONc(8,h) = rr i = 1 (1 -8i).
2) Optimization Functionality:
• Utility Functions
Identification of utilities allow the optimization of the network coded flows along wireless highways. We are interested in the design of when NC should be activated in terms of (1) computational complexity/energy consumption and (2) target packet successfully-received rate after decoding (Po). In order to do so, we define the following utility function: with /3 en c(R) = � is the ratio between the encoding complexity and the encoding with minimum redundancy. We assume that the source has limitation on computational com plexity/energy j3 en c(R) :S /30.
The source identifies at which rate it maximizes its own utility under constraint of complexity/energy by the following optimization strategy: argmax uact(R, 8, Po, w) R subject to j3 en c(R) :S /30 , (7) This strategy determines the upper bound for the bene fit of the source and the highest performance plic (R, 8) , respectively that the source can provide to the destination according to a given (8, Po) . NC functionality is activated if uact(R, 8, Po) � uo, where Uo is a threshold. Note that given the constraint, our virtual reliability functionality should self-adapt to computational limitations. Underlying geo-tagged channel statistics are assumed to be stored somewhere accord ing to the NFV architecture.
Our proposed strategy in Eq. (7) identifies optimal points that bring optimal benefit for the source's viewpoint. It is thus necessary to identify optimized operative ranges of per formance so that the destination is aware and admits some variations in the quality. The cognitive algorithm to identify optimized operative ranges is briefly described as follows: As an example, Fig. 2 shows optimized operative ranges of coding rates and plic (R, 8). A two hop network is assumed and the results are shown for various values of Po for different 8 2 , /30 = 1.4 and 81 = 0.2. We can observe that larger value of 82 requires smaller coding rates to obtain optimal benefit for the source. This is because since w c omp is very small, utility function increases as the coding rate decreases.
Therefore, since the channel becomes worse, the utility tends to optimal points at the lower limitation of coding rate. As a final remark, we note that for lower coding rates, higher cost in terms of computational complexity/energy consumption is needed to reach the optimal points.
• Topology Formation
We follow the wireless highway model as defined in [9] .
We consider N n od e s randomly distributed in a square area A of MxM hexagonal cells. We define node density as B = N n od e s/ A . Assume that the radio range of each node is r, then the length of the edge of any hexagon is defined as L = r / JI3 . Then, we can estimate the number of cells according to each dimension by M = l � J. Each cell contains one or more nodes with probability P = 1 _ (1 _ 3f (�) 2 ) Nnodes . Let h be the number of hops calculated from the source to the ending node in the wireless highway (h E [1, M -1]).
Following the concept of wireless highways, we consider each band of M xN. Herein, we choose N = 2 so that all the nodes can access the highway in one hop, i.e. all the nodes can have connectivity with at least 1 source located at the first column over multi-hop networks.
As defined in [9] for probability that at least one penetrat ing path exists in a band, we consider lower bound of the probability of connectivity at hop ht h (i.e. hexagon at column We evaluate the probability of connectivity and the reliabil ity for the case of using our design of VNCF and the uncoded case versus the number of hops for low and high densities.
For illustrative purposes, we show results for two different densities Blow = 1250 nodes per km 2 and Bhigh = 1500 nodes per km 2 for the deployment area of A = 1 km 2 and r = 100 m. Then, we have M = 20, N = 2, Plow = 0.9180, and Phigh = 0.9503, respectively. Assume that all links undergo the same erasure rate ;5 = 0.05 and R = 0.9 optimized according to Section IV-B2. For low density, we simply denote probability of connectivity, reliability with NC, and reliability with uncoded case as >' (Plow, h), p, NC (Plow, h), and p, n o NC (Plow, h), respectively. Similarly, for high density, we have >' (Phigh, h), p, NC (Phigh, h), and p, n o NC (Phigh, h), respectively.
As depicted in Figure 3 , we see that for both densities, the probability of connectivity decreases with the number of hops. This is because the longer the highway, the lower the connectivity due to the physical probability of percolation. In addition, higher density results in higher probability that each cell contains at least one node, e.g. Phi g h = 0.9503 and P low = 0.9180. This explains why the connectivity probability in case of high density outperforms that of low density. Figure  3 also shows the effect of NC to achieve reliable connectivity using the optimized operational coding rates with the utilities. Instead the uncoded case shows a very low reliability by the accumulation of erasure rates along the highway. It is noted that for low coding rate, the reliability of NC would be almost the same as the physical limit of connectivity but it is required larger amount of cost for NC in terms of computational complexity/energy consumption. Figure 4 , the larger the density, the larger the connectivity gain. Specifically, NC can obtain up to 5.1 times and 3.8 times gain in connectivity if compared with the uncoded case for 85% reliability for high and low densities, respectively. The reason is that the performance of uncoded case is affected dramatically by erasure channel and the number of hops which results in insignificant change of the slope of f..£ n o NC (.) for different densities. While given the optimized coding rate, f..£ NC (.) strictly follows the significant improvement of physical limit of connectivity corresponding the increase of density.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed the integration of NC and NFV architectural designs. Specifically, a toolbox of NC functionalities have been identified so that NC can be designed as a virtual network function that provides flow engineering functionalities to the network. We have also illustrated the use and relevance of our proposed VNCF to a study case valid for multiple physical cooperative scenarios where geographical information is the key enabler to support VNCF. Results show that service-driven optimized VNCF provides gains up to theoretical and physical limits, 5 times more than without coding. Our proposed framework can naturally be tailored for different designs and accommodate additional functionalities.
